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Rubin's Pathology, Fifth Edition has won First Prize in Pathology in the British Medical Association Book Competition Awards, 2008. Widely
acclaimed for its clinical approach to pathology and superb full-color illustrations, Rubin's Pathology is now in its Fifth Edition—with a new
editorial team, fully updated chapters, enhanced illustrations, and a complete new suite of online supplements for students and faculty. This
edition includes over 200 new full-color schematic drawings, photographs, and micrographs, and timely coverage of bioterrorism, emerging
diseases, and stem cell research. A new design feature visually highlights the pathogenesis information on pathologic conditions to help
students quickly locate and focus on this crucial material. A brand-new companion Website on thePoint includes fully searchable text,
interactive case studies, images, audio lectures, and teaching tools.
There can be no doubt that alkaline phosphatase is one of the most extensively in vestigated of all enzymes. This has resulted from the
ubiquity of its distribution, and from the ease and sensitivity with which its activity can be measured. Unfortunately, these wide-ranging but
often superficial experimental studies have been followed up by intensive and systematic investigations in only a few limited areas of the
biochemistry and chemical pathology of alkaline phosphatase. The result has been the accumulation of a scientific literature of intimidating
proportions, and the inevitable rediscovery of already known facts about the enzyme. Scientists are taught early in their careers that, in the
words of Sir John Herschel, "Hasty generalization is the bane of science. " Nevertheless, moments arrive in all spheres of scientific activity
when generalization becomes essential, to codify and to select from the mass of data already accumulated, and to provide starting points for
new developments and new lines of investigation. This is especially true in a field such as alkaline phosphatase research, in which very real
dangers exist that the seeds of fundamental understanding will be lost amidst an unexamined harvest of empirical observations. The history
of the study of alkaline phosphatase provides several instances when valuable generalizations have emerged. Occasionally, the conclusions
drawn on the basis of available evidence were wrong; more frequently, they have stood the test of further experimentation, and always, they
have provided new insights into the nature and proper ties of this enzyme.
Molecular Plant Biology is an all-new replacement for the original Practical Approach book Plant Molecular Biology that was first published in
1988. The rapid advances made in plant sciences during the past decade are reflected by the need to produce a two-volume book to cover all
the relevant methodologies. The new book incorporates many of the fundamental procedures outlined in the original book, but these are fully
updated to reflect advances technology and the development of new methodologies. It also incorporates many approaches that were not
available in the earlier volume. (Midwest).
This volume contains the invited papers and a transcript of the final panel discussion in the First Scientific Conference of the International
Global Atmospheric Chemistry (lGAC) Project, held in Eilat, Israel from April 18-22, 1993. The conference was hosted by the Israeli Institute
for Biological Research (IIBR) and was the 37th in the prestigious OHOLO Conference series in Israel. The conference was devoted to the
subject of "Global Atmospheric-Biospheric Chemistry" and was a landmark event in this area. It provided the first comprehensive report of
progress under IGAC toward improving our understanding of the chemical and biological processes that determine the changing composition
of the earth's atmosphere. This work is an essential component of the comprehensive International Geosphere Biosphere Program (lGBP)
devoted to measuring and understanding global changes in the past and present, and predicting the future evolution of our planet. I want to
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devote this brief foreword to thanking several people who worked especially hard to make the conference a success and who helped to
produce this volume as a record of the event. Paul Crutzen, Amram Golombek, Pamela Matson and Henning Rodhe did sterling service on
the conference organizing committee. Special thanks go to Amram Golombek and Dr. Cohen, the Director of IIBR, who hosted the event in
Israel. Anne Slinn did an excellent job in producing the Abstract book and helping with administrative matters. Alex Pszenny helped capably
to critically review the Abstracts.
Biological response modifiers are increasingly used in viral and cancer therapy. Since alterations of the immune system are the primary
symptoms of HIV infection, especially therapies directed towards the modulation of the immune response have been under intense
evaluation. This volume summarizes current knowledge of the interferon-based natural antiviral protection system including
2',5'-oligoadenylate and double-stranded RNA. It will also help to develop further a solid scientific rationale for the practical use of
heterologous immunomodulators in the clinics.
Het succesvolle Amerikaanse boek Basic biomechanics of the skeletal system is inmiddels verschenen in onder andere de Zweedse,
Chinese en Japanse vertaling. Ook de Nederlandse vertaling en bewerking werd enthousiast ontvangen. Deze vierde, licht gewijzigde druk
van Biomechanica van het spier-skeletstelsel geeft opnieuw op heldere wijze en met vele illustraties inzicht in de belangrijkste
biomechanische begrippen die men tegenkomt in de diagnostiek, de behandeling, de revalidatie en de preventie van letsel van het
bewegingsapparaat.Het boek bevat hoofdstukken over heup, knie, enkel, voet, schouder, elleboog, pols,hand, halswervelkolom,
lendewervelkolom en bekken. Hierin worden de mechanische eigenschappen besproken van bot, kraakbeen, pezen en ligamenten.
Bovendien worden er relaties gelegd tussen een ongunstige belasting en het ontstaan van klachten, zoals lage rugpijn en een tenniselleboog.
Biomechanica van het spier-skeletstelsel bevat veel voorbeelden uit de praktijk, die bijeen zijn gebracht door een orthopedisch chirurg, een
fysiotherapeut en een ingenieur. Lichaamshouding staat centraal bij de onderwerpen bukken en tillen, staan, zitten en liggen. De houding van
het lichaam houdt immers ten nauwste verband met de eisen die men moet stellen aan schoenen, stoelen, bedden en werkplekken.De
veelheid aan informatie maakt het boek geschikt als leerboek voor verscheidene studierichtingen (medici en paramedici). Zelfstudie wordt
vergemakkelijkt door middel van oefenopgaven met essay- en multiple-choicevragen. Prof.dr.ir. C.J. Snijders, de Nederlandse vertaler en
bewerker van deze publikatie, is als hoogleraar verbonden aan het Erasmus MC, Universitair Medisch Centrum Rotterdam en aan de
Faculteit Industrieel Ontwerpen van de Technische Universiteit Delft. Hij publiceerde talrijke wetenschappelijke artikelen in nationale en
internationale tijdschriften.

First Published in 1986, this two-volume set offers comprehensive insight into the testing of toxic substances using
microorganisms as reference. Carefully compiled and filled with a vast repertoire of notes, diagrams, and references this book
serves as a useful reference for students of medicine and other practitioners in their respective fields.
Methods in Neurosciences, Volume 13: Neuropeptide Analogs, Conjugates, and Fragments covers the synthesis and
characterization of peptide analogs, conjugates, and fragments, their use as ligands for receptors, and their role in the
development and use of antisera. The book discusses techniques such as novel synthetic approaches; biotinylation; purification
and characterization; radioligand techniques and assay development; use of agonists and antagonists; distinguishing receptor
subtypes; conjugation to carrier proteins; antiidiotypic antibody development; and radiolabeling. Neuroscientists, biochemists,
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neurochemists, and pharmacologists will find the book useful.
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on this subject. With extensive subject and
geographic index. 188 photographs and illustrations - mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format.
Students, residents, and instructors swear by Andreoli and Carpenter’s Cecil Essentials of Medicine because it presents just the
right amount of information, just the right way. This updated edition has been revised to provide the most current, easy-to-digest
review of internal medicine. Comprehensive yet concise, it focuses on the high-yield core knowledge important to those
established in or just entering the field. Excellent images and photographs vividly illustrate the appearance and clinical features of
disease. Full-color design makes absorbing and retaining information as effortless as possible. Highlights the core principles of
medicine and how they apply to patient care. Focused revision reduces the number of pages from the previous edition, providing
more high-yield core information in an accessible format. Clear, concise writing style facilitates comprehension, while new figures,
tables, and end-of-chapter references enhance readability and retention. Consistent format provides clarity. Each section
describes key physiology and biochemistry, followed by comprehensive accounts of the diseases of the organ system or field
covered in the chapters. Brand-new chapters on Thrombosis and Head and Neck Infections ensure coverage of the topics most
relevant to each reader’s needs.
For four decades, this extraordinary textbook played a pivotal role in the way biochemistry is taught, offering exceptionally clear
writing, and innovative graphics, coverage of the latest research techniques and advances, and a signature emphasis on
physiological and medical relevance. Those defining features are at the heart of this new edition. Paired for the first time with
SaplingPlus the most innovative digital solution for Biochemistry students. Offering the best combination of resources to help
students visualise material and develop successful problem-solving skills in an effort to help students master complex concepts in
isolation, and draw on that mastery to make connections across concepts.
Hoe de wereld zich ontwikkelde na de ontdekking van Amerika De reizen van Columbus vormden het begin van een bijzondere
uitwisseling van flora en fauna tussen Eurazië en Noord- en Zuid-Amerika. Zo vonden onder meer tomaten, aardappelen, maïs,
zilver en rubber hun weg naar Eurazië, en omgekeerd zijde, paarden, graan, koffie, appels - en slaven niet te vergeten - naar
Noord- en Zuid-Amerika. Een minder welkome uitwisseling was uiteraard die van insecten, bacteriën en virussen. Charles Mann
laat zien dat deze zogeheten Columbian Exchange heeft gezorgd voor de opkomst van Europa, de ondergang van het Chinese
keizerrijk en de verstoring van de ecologie in Afrika. Met 1493 heeft bestsellerauteur Charles Mann de belangrijkste biologische
gebeurtenis sinds het uitsterven van de dinosauriërs onder de aandacht van een groot publiek weten te brengen. Charles Mann is
correspondent voor The Atlantic en Science, en schrijft onder meer voor Fortune, The NewYork Times en The Washington Post.
Zijn boek 1491.De ontdekking van precolumbiaans Amerika was een groot internationaal succes. Manns werk is vele malen
bekroond. 'Het is Mann gelukt een gecompliceerd verhaal helder te vertellen (...).' - The New York Times '1493 is een meeslepend
boek, dat de vele economische, agrarische en biologische kruisbestuivingen beschrijft die plaatsvonden nadat Columbus toevallig
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Amerika had ontdekt.' - TheWall Street Journal '(...) een bijzonder onderhoudend en evenwichtig boek.' - New Scientist '(...)
boordevol interessante inzichten, wetenswaardigheden en onvoorziene, adembenemende ellende.' - NRCHandelsblad '(...) een
uitermate rijk boek.' - Trouw '(...) een helder en onderhoudend verhaal over de mens en zijn medeorganismen (...).' - De Standaard
'(...) wérkelijk een fascinerende, nieuwe wereld.' - De Pers
BiochemistryWH Freeman
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and will illustrated book on this subject. Extensive subject and geographical
index. 146 photographs, maps and illustrations - mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format on Google Books
Provides up-to-date reviews on the conditions that affect the quality of soil and on the methods to measure the effects of soil
management and bioremediation--focusing on indigenous or introduced microorganisms with the capacity to remediate pollutants.
Presents new mathematical and computational models as well as statistical methods for the solution of fundamental problems in
the biosciences. Describes how to find regularities among empirical data, as well as conceptual models and theories.
Subcellular Components: Preparation and Fractionation talks about cells and particles' components, including their preparation
and fractionation. The book includes theories and answers to questions that are relevant to the study. The first chapter of the book
details various facts about homogenization of mammalian cells. This chapter presents the results of studies on solid tissues and
single-cell suspensions; the author then offers his conclusion of the study. The next two chapters highlight the methods on
isolating nuclei, including the guides for standard assessment and the procedure of isolation, along with analysis of nuclei
biochemical properties. The main topics in Chapter 4 are mitochondria from animal tissues and yeasts; this chapter also discusses
the preparation for a rat-liver, blowfly flight-muscle, yeast, and brain mitochondria. The chapter that follows widely talks about
lysosomes, including its historical background, centrifugal method, and related topics. In the next several chapters, the topics
covered include purification, isolation, preparation, and separation of cells including plasma-membrane, polysomes, ribosomes,
microsomes, and microvilli. The book serves as a great reference for undergraduates and postgraduates in the field, as it contains
a thorough discussion of various relevant studies.
The production of proteins in mammalian cells is an important tool in numerous scientific and commercial areas. For example,
proteins for human therapy, vaccination or diagnostic applications are typically produced in mammalian cells. Gene cloning,
protein engineering, biochemical and biophysical characterization of proteins also require the use of gene expression in
mammalian cells. Other applications in widespread use involve screening of libraries of chemical compounds in drug discovery,
and the development of cell-based biosensors. This book presents a state-of-the-art comprehensive coverage of the technical
aspects of gene expression in mammalian cells, written by experienced scientists working at the forefront of the field.
Strict and Facultative Anaerobes: Medical and Environmental Aspects reviews all aspects of anaerobic bacteria, highlighting their
environmental and medical importance. The first three chapters focus on taxonomy, anaerobic metabolism and the genetic
regulation of anaerobic processes in strict and facultative anaerobes. The next section includes an e
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Animal Lectins: Form, Function and Clinical Applications presents up-to-date knowledge of animal lectins. Detailed descriptions on
biological activities, tissue and/or subcellular distribution, molecular structure, gene organization, possible functions, clinical
applications, lectin-ligand interactions and their intervention for therapeutic purposes are provided. The recently discovered C-type
lectins as well as further novel super-families of this group of molecules are described in detail. Furthermore, the clinical
significance of animal lectins in inflammatory diseases, defects of immune defense and autoimmunity are described and their
application as drugs and therapeutic targets is discussed. With the increasing interest in lectins in biomedical research and their
therapeutic applications, this book on animal lectins and associated proteins is a must have for researchers in the area.
tribute greatly to understanding the origins of The plan for this book goes back almost 20 years. Already, at that time, it was
possible to recognize organisms. an extraordinary variation in metabolites and To provide the biochemist with a ready over
processes superimposed upon the basic biochem view of the structural diversity of animals, the book includes a simplified version
of animal sys ical system of animals. Each species, each indi tematics; for further information on the classifica vidual, in fact each
type of cell of the multicellu lar organism possesses its own biochemical char tion, structure and life of particular animal spe acter,
and this molecular variety, its biological sig cies, the reader should consult the relevant text nificance, and its evolutionary
development books. It is assumed that the zoologist reader has throw up many interesting questions. The com a basic knowledge
of biochemistry; important general biochemical facts are in any case given for parative approach that has been so productive at
many of the subjects covered. the higher levels of complexity of morphology and physiology can also be used to great effect at I
had already completed several chapters of the molecular level. this book by the beginning of the 1970s.
When the first edition of this book was published in 1950, it predated the publication of the double-helical structure of DNA by three
years. It is not, therefore, surprizing that nothing of the original book remains in the current edition. Indeed, such is the pace of
change in the field of nucleic acids that less than 50% of material incorporated into the 1986 edition has been retained. The book
aims at the advanced undergraduate and at graduates that are undertaking course work or requiring an in-depth background for
their research. It also aims to provide the established scientist with a single text that permits updating across the whole field from
DNA structure, replication and repair, through gene expression and its control to protein synthesis. Every chapter is accompanied
by thorough referencing that enables the reader to evaluate personally the data and methodology that cannot be included in the
text. In an attempt to keep this list within bounds, references are limited to about ten per page and, to accommodate the more
recent literature, many of the older references have been left out in this latest edition.
Het grootste deel van de menselijke geschiedenis zijn microben onzichtbaar geweest en werden ze alleen opgemerkt door de
ziekten die ze veroorzaakten. Pas sinds kort zijn ze vanuit de verwaarloosde marges van de biologie verhuisd naar het centrum
ervan. De microben in ons gunt ons voor het eerst een blik in die wereld en laat ons zien hoe alomtegenwoordig en vitaal
microben zijn: hoe ze onze organen vormgeven, ons helpen bij het bestrijden van ziektes hoe ze voedsel afbreken, ons
immuunsysteem opvoeden, ons gedrag begeleiden, ons genoom bombarderen met hun genen en ons van buitengewone
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capaciteiten voorzien. Met veel humor en eruditie nodigt Ed Yong ons uit om op een andere manier naar onszelf en onze collegadieren te kijken: minder als individuen en meer als de onderling verbonden, onderling afhankelijke veelvouden die wij zijn. We
leren de geheime, onzichtbare en wonderlijke biologie kennen die schuilgaat achter grootse koraalriffen. We lezen over de
gloeiende inktvis die ons inzicht verschaft in de bacteriën in onze eigen darmen, over de kevers die hele bossen neerhalen, en
over de ziekte bestrijdende muggen die in Australië zijn ontwikkeld. Maar ook over de ingrediënten in moedermelk die zijn
geëvolueerd om de eerste microben van een baby van voedsel te voorzien. We zien hoe mensen deze samenwerkingsverbanden
verstoren en hoe wetenschappers ze nu tot ons voordeel manipuleren. We zien, zoals William Blake schreef, de wereld in een
korrel zand.
A rich array of methods and discussions of productive microbial processes. • Reviews of the newest techniques, approaches, and
options in the use of microorganisms and other cell culture systems for the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, industrial enzymes
and proteins, foods and beverages, fuels and fine chemicals, and other products. • Focuses on the latest advances and findings
on the current state of the art and science and features a new section on the microbial production of biofuels and fine chemicals,
as well as a stronger emphasis on mammalian cell culture methods. • Covers new methods that enhance the capacity of microbes
used for a wide range of purposes, from winemaking to pharmaceuticals to bioremediation, at volumes from micro- to industrial
scale.
These volumes present the main classes of useful laboratory model systems used to study microbial ecosystems, with emphasis on the
practical details for the use of each model. The most commonly used model, the homogeneous fermenter, is featured along with linked
homogeneous culture systems, film fermenters, and percolating columns. Additionally, gel-stabilized culture systems which incorporate
molecular diffusion as their main solute transfer mechanism and the microbial colony are explained. Chapters comparing model systems with
"microcosms" are included, along with discussions of the value of computer models in microbial ecosystem research. Highlighted is a global
discussion of the value of laboratory models in microbial ecology.
Students, residents, and instructors swear by Andreoli and Carpenter’s Cecil Essentials of Medicine because it presents just the right amount
of information, just the right way. Edited by the late Thomas E. Andreoli, MD as well as Ivor Benjamin, MD, Robert C. Griggs, MD, and
Edward J. Wing, MD, it focuses on core principles and how they apply to patient care, covering everything you need to know to succeed on a
medical rotation or residency. Masterful editing and a user-friendly full-color design make absorbing and retaining information as effortless as
possible. New chapters on "Pre- and Post-Operative Care" and "Palliative Care," plus the integration of molecular biology and other new
horizons in medicine, familiarize you with the most current clinical concepts. An expanded International Editorial Board provides increased
input from respected practitioners worldwide. Excellent images and clinical photographs vividly illustrate the appearance and clinical features
of disease. Masterful editing and a user-friendly full-color design make absorbing and retaining information as effortless as possible.
Antisense Research and Applications is a comprehensive review of oligonucleotide research covering molecular biological advances in this
field, the current status of antisense drug research, and strategies for future research and therapeutic applications. In bringing together the
latest research from an array of authoritative scientists, Antisense Research and Applications provides an integrated conceptual basis for
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considering oligonucleotide therapeutics. Topics covered in the 32 chapters of this book include nucleic acid structure and function, antisense
RNA, medicinal chemistry of oligonucleotides, analogs, pharmacokinetics and toxicology, and activities of current antisense drugs. This
volume addresses advances in a broad range of disciplines and is an excellent resource for basic researchers and applied investigators in
pharmaceutical laboratories and in such fields as biochemistry and molecular biology.
The influence of basic science, particularly molecular biology, in human and veterinary medicine revolutionized thinking in many aspects and
changed fundamentally and creatively the classical strategy for research and prevention of infectious diseases. Genetic engineering and
related disciplines have progressed to a remarkable degree over the last decade and now form the keystone supporting medicine. These are
strong and efficient instruments for health and disease oriented research and their application gives the opportunity to receive more answers
and not only more questions. The prime objective of this book is to create new knowledge within the medical disciplines and inspire
colleagues working in this field with the unity and unambiguous importance of this science and its technologies for identifying, clarifying and
planning new strategies for curing and preventing disease. This book contains original studies on the molecular biology of animal viruses.
Some of the viruses discussed in this book are also hazardous to man. In this light it can be considered as a contribution to modern education
on the human infectious diseases. From this point of view the book contains a chapter on Hantaan virus that causes no detectable disease in
animals but hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome has been attributed to infection of humans by this virus.
Advances in Microbial Ecology was established by the International Com mittee on Microbial Ecology (ICOME) as a vehicle for the publication
of critical reviews selected to reflect current trends in the ever-expanding field of microbial ecology. Most of the chapters found in Advances in
Microbial Ecology have been solicited by the Editorial Board. Individuals are encouraged, however, to submit outlines of unsolicited
contributions to any member of the Editorial Board for consideration for inclusion in a subsequent volume of Advances. Contributions are
expected to be in depth, even provocative, reviews of topical interest relating to the ecology of microorganisms. With the publication of
Volume 8 of Advances we welcome to the panel of contributors Martin Alexander, the founding editor of this series, who discusses the range
of natural constraints on nitrogen fixation in agri cultural ecosystems. Ecological aspects of cellulose degradation are dis cussed by L. G.
Ljungdahl and K. -E. Eriksson, and of heavy metal responses in microorganisms by T. Duxbury. In his chapter, A. Lee con siders the
gastrointestinal tract as an ecological system, and comments on the possibility of manipulating this system. The complex interactions among
aerobic and anaerobic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria are discussed in terms of natural habitats and chemostat culture by J. G. Kuenen, L. Rob
ertson, and H. van Gemerden. Finally, J. A. Robinson presents the advantages and limitations in the use of nonlinear regression analysis in
determining microbial kinetic parameters in ecological situations. K. C. Marshall, Editor R. M. Atlas B. B.
This book provides the most up-to-date review of the simian virus 40 (SV40) minichromosome as a model for the mammalian chromosome in
studies of DNA replication. It focuses on disruption of DNA replication by anticancer drugs and DNA-damaging agents. There is a strong
emphasis on the unique advantages of SV40 as an experimental system for the analysis of these classes of anticancer drug mechanisms.
The new high-resolution gel electrophoresis methods for the analysis of SV40 DNA replication are covered in detail to aid readers in
designing and interpreting similar experiments. Presents unique advantages of SV40 as an experimental system for the study of classes of
anticancer drugs Details new high-resolution gel electrophoresis methods for the analysis of SV40 DNA replication Provides details to help
the reader design and interpret similar experiments
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